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STORY OF THE MONTH

FOR THE PEOPLE
AND FOR PEACE

TWENTY YEARS
ON AIR

O

n Friday 06 December
at KFOR HQ Film City,
the Kosovo Force celebrated
and acknowledged a wonderful
achievement in broadcasting,
that of the 20th Anniversary of
Radio K4. The celebrations were
indeed a fitting acknowledgement
to a twenty year dedication of
broadcasting on air messages of
peace, tolerance, multi-ethnic
integration and hope for the future
for all generations and ethnicities
in Kosovo. The full schedule of
events, which was president over
by Commander Kosovo Force
Major General Michele Risi, also
included the official inauguration
of the new Radio K4 broadcasting
building in Film City, the unveiling
of the Radio K4 monument and
also the introduction of the new
Radio K4 mobile phone application
to be closer to the listeners.
Just over twenty years ago in June
1999, the Kosovo Force, generally
known as KFOR, was established
to bring security and stability in

a region devastated by strife and
war under a UN mandate. After
the conflict, media outlets were
almost nonexistent, while there
was a huge amount of information
to be shared amongst the people
in Kosovo. There was a need to
explain to the population the
mandate of KFOR and its impartial
and deterrent role. It was also
necessary to inform the people
about the dangers related to mines
and unexploded ordnance. The
easiest and swiftest way to provide
this information was through
radio; and it took just a few weeks
before UK and Italian troops of
KFOR established radio stations
that broadcasted in Albanian and
Serbian language in different areas
of Kosovo. On 6 December 1999,
Radio K4 was officially established
in Pristina, with a few young people
from all ethnicities of Kosovo
working there. The voice of
KFOR was born, and now we are
celebrating its 20th Anniversary in
parallel with KFOR’s.
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Over the years, Radio K4 has
become more and more popular
and it is perceived as trustful
and loyal. It has undergone
developments that have actually
doubled its capabilities, with the
creation of two different channels,
dedicated to the Albanian and the
Serbian people of Kosovo. A youth
magazine linked to the Radio has
been created to involve the young
generations into the process of
building a better place for the
future of Kosovo.
On 06 December, after the
inaugural opening of the new
Radio K4 broadcasting building,
the official unveiling of the Radio
KFOR monument created by an
Italian soldier Sanita De Marco
Ludovico took place. De Marco
says that he wanted to create “a
simple but impacting symbolism,
using common materials and
involving as many people as
possible…the circular shape
recalls the structure of the old
microphones in whose centre was

the membrane that broadcast the
voice, replaced with the Radio K4
logo to represent the voice for
all Kosovo inhabitants. The radio
waves are represented by four
semi-circular iron rods placed at
the edges of the work on which
the inscription “your voice in
Kosovo” has been engraved. He
further commented that “the
creation, made of welded and
galvanized steel, is positioned on a
base in local stone that represents
the solidity maintained by the
Radio over its twenty years of
activity.”
A large number of KFOR soldiers
and guests gathered at the multifunctional building in joyous mood
for further socialising, music
and a wonderful buffet of food
and refreshments. COM KFOR
Major General Michele Risi took
the opportunity to address all
those present. In his opening
remarks he commented that
since the commencement of the
broadcasting station in 1999, “you

people of Radio K4 have been
the voice and the soul of KFOR, a
voice that has reassured and sent
messages of peace, reconstruction
and hope… you have accompanied
and still accompany the life of the
citizens of all communities…you
have grown as a positive part of
the landscape of Kosovo”.
The Commander then
acknowledged that the work
of the radio station included
fostering “inter-ethnic tolerance,
increasing the awareness on
the threats posed by mines and
explosive, sustaining the struggle
against gender-based violence, and
highlighting the reconstruction
projects carried out by the
International Community and
KFOR…these are the core
messages that reflect our core
values and display our commitment
for a better Kosovo.”
Major General Risi then
acknowledged that in the last
twenty year period much has
changed in Kosovo for the better
4

of all generations, while also
commenting that Radio K4 has in
that time maintained its original
motto “for the people and for the
peace”. In concluding his speech,
Major General Risi appropriately
recognised the work of Radio K4
and their ongoing influence for the
younger generations of Kosovar
girls and boys. To those younger
generations of guests that had
gathered, he said, “let me eventually
share the same wish of Radio K4:
to achieve more and more success
in building a better future for the
young generations of Kosovo, that
we have here in front of us, by
telling through the voice of KFOR
concrete examples of dialogue,
multi-ethnic integration, peace and
tolerance…Long live radio K4!”
As part of the festivities, all those
in attendance were then treated
to a really special and magnificent
duet singing performance by
Stefana Nikolčević and Klesta
Qehaja, both young girls aged
thirteen from Kosovo Serbian

and Kosovo Albanian communities
respectively. The song entitled “Sing
4 Better Days” was produced and
composed by Leonard Canhasi. In
a fitting tribute to the celebrations
of the twenty years of existence of
Radio K4, the performance was the
first multiethnic song that has been
sung together by a Kosovo Serb
and a Kosovo Albanian since 1999.
The events of the day offered both
soldiers of KFOR and supporters
and listeners of the radio station
the opportunity to thank all of
the radio’s staff, both military and
civilian down through the years for
their tireless and dedicated work.
Furthermore, as acknowledged
by COM KFOR and all those
present, it was an appropriate
opportunity to thank in particular
the Radio K4 Station Manager
Emina Hyseni Shala, who has
been a true inspiration through
her twenty years of personal
dedication to the station since
the very beginning. In making
his speech, Colonel Jose Lopes

(ACOS JEC) personally thanked
Emina commenting that “I take
this opportunity to acknowledge a
very special person…she started
broadcasting from the back of a
truck to become the now station
manager”. Further commenting on
the letter of commendation that
was then given by COM KFOR to
Emina in recognition of her service,
Colonel Lopes added that today’s
commendation is “in recognition
of your enthusiasm, personal
commitment, stellar performance
and outstanding professionalism
which reflects great credit upon
KFOR, Radio K4 and Kosovo”.
For Emina herself, it was a
proud moment when she
humbly addressed all those
who had gathered as part of
the celebrations. Emina initially
commented that the journey of
Radio K4 has so far “demonstrates
KFOR’s commitment to support
with concrete actions the goals of
building a democratic and multiethnic society where tolerance,
5

co-operation and equality are
applied in practice in all areas of
everyday life.” Referring to the
outstanding performance by two
young girls from the Albanian and
Serbian communities, Emina added
that “the song we just heard is
a song that represents the core
values of our mission, namely
peace, tolerance and coexistence.”
She further added that the two
wonderful and talented singers,
Klesta and Stefana, “best present
the 20 years of Radio KFOR’s
work” and that “I would like to
invite all young people in Kosovo
to follow their example…To live
and work together, and show to
the world that Kosovo’s greatest
treasure is its youth, the youth
that can build a brighter future for
all.” Emina concluded her speech
by thanking all the staff of Radio
K4 for their ongoing professional
support, while commenting that
“we promise to continue to work
hard in the future as well, and to
be the KFOR mission’s strong

Sing 4 Better Days
Here we go ...
Together on
Good to know
We are not alone!
Silence‘s cold,
So turn it on,
Radio,
To makes us warm,
So we can go on ...
When you‘re feeling down and
low ...
That bad day never ends !...
You should skip that episode ...
And sing a song with friends! ...
voice of peace, tolerance and
coexistence.”
The celebrations continued with
music, song and dance where all
those who had gathered paid tribute
to the wonderful achievements of
Radio K4 and the tireless work by
the station’s staff down through the
years including their unwavering
commitment to disseminating
through radio the messages of
peace, hope and coexistence to
all those in Kosovo, regardless of

ethnicity. On behalf of all KFOR
soldiers, the PAO family thanks
Radio K4 for their steadfast
commitment throughout the past
twenty years, and offers the very
best wishes for the future, for the
people and for peace!

Alan (Jack) Crowley
OF-3, IRL-A
Chief Internal Information

When you‘re feeling down and
low ...
That bad day never ends!...
Try to find the melody
And sing for better days!
Sing a song aloud with laughter! ...
Sing and don‘t let it for after! ...
Sing it on and on ...
Sing it all day long!
Here we go,
Together on,
Good to know,
We are not alone!
Silence‘s cold,
So turn it on,
Radio,
To makes us warm,
So we can go on ...
When you‘re feeling down and
low ...
That bad day never ends !...
You should skip that episode ...
And sing a song with friends! ...
When you‘re feeling down and
low ...
That bad day never ends!...
Try to find the melody
And sing for better days! Sing 4
Better days!
Sing a song aloud with laughter! ...
Sing and don‘t let it for after! ...
Sing it on and on ...
Sing it all day long!
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NEW LEADERSHIP
IN REGIONAL COMMAND WEST
O
n 13 December, at Camp
Villaggio Italia, COM KFOR
Major General Michele Risi
presided over the Change of
Command Ceremony between the
outgoing Commander of Regional
Command West Colonel Daniele
Pisani and the new incoming
Commander Colonel Natale Gatti.
The ceremony was also attended
by the Italian Ambassador to
Kosovo, Mr. Piero Cristoforo Sardi
in addition to numerous religious,
civil and military authorities.
Colonel Pisani sincerely thanked
the seven hundred men and
women of the seven nations that
constitute Regional Command
West (Italy, Slovenia, Austria,
Poland, Switzerland, Turkey and also
Moldova, whose soldiers rotated
the same day) for their efforts and
objectives achieved in ensuring
security and stability. Colonel Pisani
also thanked the mayors of the
fifteen municipalities adding that
“the twenty-year-long cooperation
has enabled the implementation
of numerous projects in favour of

education and health.” Addressing
the new contingent, Colonel Gatti
expressed his “commitment to
promote cooperation among the
seven command nations, with the
aim of developing a common mindset to accomplish KFOR’s mission,
in the light of the professionalism
and impartiality demonstrated in
support of the people of Kosovo in
the last twenty years.” Finally, COM
KFOR Major General Risi, after
signifying the official Transfer of
Authority by handing the Regional
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Command West flag to Colonel
Gatti, emphasized “Italy’s leading
role in the NATO international
mission and in particular in the
Western region, where for twenty
years the Italian contingent has
been contributing uninterruptedly
to Western Balkan stability and
the development of a secure and
peaceful Kosovo.”
Emanuele Colini
OF-2 ITA- A
RC-W PAO Chief

FROM THE FIELD

KEEPING THE ‘‘BIRDS’’ IN THE SKY
Across the U.S. military last
year, there were eighteen
known crashes involving UH60 Blackhawk Helicopters.
That makes routine
maintenance and inspection
a vital part of ensuring
the safety and security of
our military’s soldiers and
equipment. Soldiers from
Delta Company, 1-171st
Aviation Regiment, the
maintenance company for
Task Force Aviation (TFA)
on Camp Bondsteel, began a
phase maintenance inspection
for one of their UH-60
Blackhawk Helicopters during
November in the aviation
motor pool.

A

ccording to Army Techniques
Publication 3-4.7, a phase
maintenance inspection is a
thorough and searching examination
of the aircraft and associated
equipment.The maintenance should
be conducted every 320 flight
hours in a UH-60’s lifespan. More
recently updated literature has
changed the requirement to 480
flight hours. “Every 480 hours we
take a helicopter completely down
and apart for safety inspections,”

U.S. Army Captain Paul Strella,
commander of Delta Company TF
AVN said. “We’re inspecting each
individual component to make sure
it’s still air-worthy and meets the
Department of Defense standard.
Then we put everything back on it
and do a test flight, ensuring that
the aircraft is safe for flight and
release back to the unit to put back
in service.” Captain Strella added
that it is becoming rare for an Army
unit to have a phase team to do
the type of maintenance they are
conducting, because those jobs are
being outsourced to contractors.
“It’s a great opportunity for Delta
Company during the KFOR 26
rotation, to be able to get handson experience,” Captain Strella said.
“A lot of research went into the
training and classes to be able to
perform this efficiently and safely.
Most importantly it’s good training
for the Soldiers, to build their
experience up for the continuity
of the unit and to increase the
Soldiers’ skill level.” The inspection
should take twenty three days by
Department of Defense standard,
but Delta Company is extending the
timeline to ten weeks in order to
move carefully through each step of
the inspection. Captain Strella said
8

this will allow meticulous execution
of the processes and provide time
for detailed training opportunities.
In addition to the routine aspects
of the inspection, the Soldiers plan
to upgrade the engine to the most
current model. The current engine
is the General Electric 700 Model
C and the updated engine will be
a General Electric 700 Model D.
U.S. Army Specialist Jared Turner,
UH-60 Blackhawk Helicopter
repairer, TF AVN, said that it’s his
job to make sure that the aircraft
are in the proper condition to
successfully complete missions,
whether it’s carrying troops, slingloading for air assault missions, or
medical evacuations. He said his
favorite part is seeing the results of
his unit’s labor. “Out on the flight
line you get to see them take off
and fly all the time, and when you
recognize an aircraft that you’ve
worked on, it’s just a good feeling,”
Specialist Turner said. “That’s one of
the best parts of the job. You watch
it fly away and you’re like – I put my
hands on that.”
Lynnwood Thomas
OR-4 USA-A Specialist
RC-E, Public Affairs Office

THE RESCUE OF SANTA CLAUS
A
s the festive season takes hold throughout Kosovo,
the excitement is building with families and children
of all ages enjoying the music, dance, treats, general
festivities and most importantly, the count down to the
arrival of Santa Claus. All is well throughout the land this
Christmas, or so it would seem.The truth is however only
known by the Kosovo Force Tactical Reserve Battalion,
who have been made aware that Santa Claus himself is
being held captive at a suspected location by a number
of extremist personnel who want to ruin Christmas for
all.Therefore, the unit’s Alpha Company was required to
execute a complex tactical exercise in an undisclosed
location, somewhere close to Pristina.The primary goal
of the exercise was to rescue Santa Claus from the
extremist group. Intelligence indicated that he was being
held in close captivity under armed guard in one of the
buildings.The extremist group which consisted of six
enemy personnel, had earlier in the day boldly declared
its demands to KFOR; to let free all of the reindeers in the
North Pole, and as part of a ransom, they would give back
Santa Claus and also his favourite elf, Alabaster Snowball.
The primary weapon of the exercise was the Airsoft AK 36.
Operating as part of a larger force a highly trained squad

entered the area and located the enemy force in one of
the buildings.The squads tactically approached different
buildings to isolate them. The soldiers position themselves
at either side of the entrance.They were then required to
throw smoke-grenades into the buildings prior to entry.The
rest of the platoon provided immediate perimeter security
outside the building.The enemy fighters continuously
disturbed the friendly forces radio frequencies. Finally,
the exercise was successful when all the three platoons
rescued Santa Claus and Alabaster from the extremist’s
hands.The last very important part of the exercise was
a casualty scenario, because during the rescue mission
numerous injuries occurred, including to Santa Claus, and
a MEDAVAC was necessary. All of the children throughout
the land can now sleep easy as Santa Claus will be
fighting fit for Christmas Day thanks to the dramatic
rescue executed by the soldiers of the KFOR Tactical
Reserve Battalion.
Piroska Kozák
OF-2 HUN-A
KTRBN PAO
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SNAPSHOTS FROM THE FIELD
Complex fire phobia
training continued
for the Kosovo
Force Tactical
Reserve Battalion
in November and
December. Here
both the Hungarian
Soldiers and also a
Polish Company from
Regional Command
East are tested on
Crowd Riot Control
procedures and
the threat of the
infamous ‘Molotov
Cocktails’.

Regional Command
West KFOR soldiers
(Italian, Austrian and
Slovenian) conduct a
joint patrolling activity
on 11 December.
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KFOR Deputy
Commander Brigadier
General Laurent
Michaud, Milosevo,
10 December with
the Swiss Liaison
Monitoring Team.

Multinational
Specialised Unit
liaison with Kosovo
Police, Mitrovica, 11
December.

Swiss Liaison
Monitoring Team meet
members of local
population in Mitrovica
on 11 December.
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TROOPS OF KFOR

THE JOINT LOGISTICS SUPPORT GROUP
A UNIQUE ASSET

K

FOR’s Joint Logistics Support Group (JLSG),
established in January 2010, is the first such unit
ever established within NATO. While the concept and
role of a JLSG has long been recognized, it remains
the only such unit ever created/deployed in NATO
operations. Commanded by Colonel Markus Höfler
from Austria, JLSG is comprised of 68 personnel from
15 Troop Contributing Nations (TCN). Its primary
roles are reception, staging and onward movement
(RSOM) and providing COM KFOR with theatre-level
logistic support using assigned national, host nation
or commercial resources. The JLSG is the key means
by which multinational logistic support is provided for
KFOR operations. Task-tailored and scaled to meet

KFOR’s mission, JLSG is comprised of a headquarters
staff, Joint Logistics Operations Centre, Movement
and Transportation section, Freedom of Movement
Detachment, Transportation Company, Resource
Management section, and Airport and Sea Port of
Disembarkation (APOD/SPOD). Aside from being the
only JLSG within NATO, the unit has another rather
unique characteristic – five of twenty-eight Senior
National Representatives (SNR), and three Deputy
SNRs, are members of the JLSG.
Peter Robichaud

Commander (OF-4) / RCN
Chief JLOC (JLSG)

Joint Logistics Operations Centre Staff Officer EOD coordinates the employment of KFOR’s integral EOD teams as
required. In this picture, an Austrian EOD technician and TEODOR (Telerob Explosive Ordnance Disposal Observation
Robot) investigate a suspected Improvised Explosive Device (IED).
12
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The Movement and Transportation Section continuously conduct route
reconnaissance so that KFOR is apprised of the safety of particular roads and
highways.
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The Ukranian EOD Dog, Bayron,
receives his NATO Non-Article 5
medal from his Colonel Markus
Höfler

KFOR NEWS

KFOR CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTING AT
CAMP FILM CITY

S

ince 1999 the evergreen tree symbolizing peace,
joy and friendship is provided by a small town in
Austria to the Soldiers of KFOR. On the occasion of
the 20th anniversary of the Kosovo Force, a special
ceremony for the lighting of the Christmas tree took
place Saturday evening at the Headquarters of the
Kosovo Force. Before the lights were switched on
by Major General Michele Risi, the Commander of
KFOR, a choir of young pupils of the Prenk Jakova
School of Music performed classical Christmas carols
in front of many soldiers and guests, among which
dozens of children from Pristina were accompanied
by their families. After the lighting of the tree, all
children received Christmas presents and sweets
from KFOR soldiers and their Commander, who
highlighted in his address to the attendance the

meaning of the holiday spirit, that of helping others.
“This is what KFOR is about; to ensure security
and stability for all communities in Kosovo, to build
bridges reassuring everyone who has been wounded,
that through dialogue and empathy the conditions
for a stable and prosperous future will be created“,
said Major General Risi while thanking his soldiers for
their commitment in the name of ‘Enduring Stability’,
the new motto of the Kosovo Force. Also, on the
very same day, soldiers of KFOR also took part for
the third time to the Humanitarian Mini Marathon
“Run Santa Claus” held in Pristina. The KFOR PAO
Staff take the opportunity to wish all a very Merry
Christmas and a prosperous New Year.
KFOR PAO Staff
14
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KFOR NEWS

DONATIONS FOR THE CHILDREN

O

n 13 December, soldiers of KFOR’s Regional
Command East donated sports equipment and
electronic appliances to two schools in the vicinity of
Pristina. The first donation was made in the morning
time, where the gymnasium of the Donja Bernica
primary school received numerous items of sporting
equipment, including basket balls, a full table tennis
set and several fitness tools allowing the students
now to partake in fitness and training activities.
Then, in the afternoon, the KFOR soldiers continued
their donations. This time, personal computers, a

digital camera and a projector were all delivered
to a Kindergarten which is operated by an NGO
that is providing education to 130 children from all
communities of Kosovo. The two projects, worth
9,000 euro were planned and funded by KFOR
through its Civil-Military Cooperation Staff in order
to continue to support impartially the development
of local institutions and organizations. Well done to all
involved.
KFOR PAO Staff
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HIGH LEVEL MEETINGS
On 01 December,The
Commander of the
Kosovo Force, Major
General Michele Risi,
welcomed the German
Minister of Defence,
Annegret KrampKarrenbauer at KFOR
HQ. Major General Risi
expressed his gratitude
for the Bundeswehr
contribution to KFOR,
in support of security
and stability in Kosovo.

Then on 09 December,
Major General Risi
met at KFOR HQ
Camp Film City with
Marjan Sarec, the
Prime Minister of the
Republic of Slovenia.
After an update about
the current situation
in Kosovo, COMKFOR
commended the highly
professional and
dedicated contribution
of the Slovenian
soldiers to KFOR’s
mission.
COMKFOR eventually
met with the President
of Hungary János Áder
on 10 December.The
Commander expressed
his full appreciation
for the pivotal role
played by Hungarian
troops in contributing
to a safe & secure
environment and
freedom of movement
for all communities of
Kosovo.
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KFOR NEWS

EARNING THE RESPECT

O

n 11 December, the Armenian Contingent
Change of Command Ceremony and Medal
Parade took place at KFOR HQ. The ceremony
was presided over by Deputy Commander KFOR,
Brigadier General Laurent Michaud. The ceremonial
events marked the official completion of a successful
six month tour of duty in Kosovo by the 30th

Armenian Contingent and the Transfer of Authority to
the 31st Armenian Contingent. Deputy Commander
KFOR, Brigadier General Laurent Michaud took the
opportunity address all Commanders, Armenian
soldiers and guests. Expressing his gratitude to the
Armenian soldiers, Brigadier General Michaud stated
that “your six months of service here in Kosovo is
coming to an end…you have always shown discipline
and professionalism in all of your activities and have
earned the respect from every other nation here in
theatre”. He further complimented the Armenian
Contingent adding that “KFOR was always able to
count on you, and you won our full confidence every
day with the quality shown at work, your abdication
of private issues and your sense of duty.” Brigadier
General Michaud then presided over the symbolic
handover of flags from the outgoing Armenian
Contingent Commander Major Gor Zaqaryan to
the incoming Commander of the 31st Armenian
Contingent Major Armen Sargsyan signifying the
completion of the Transfer of Authority. Well done to
the Armenian Contingent for a job well done!

PROJECTING CONFIDENCE AND CAPABILITY

O

n Thursday 12 December at
KFOR HQ Film City, Major
General Michele Risi presided
over the Change of Command
Ceremony of the Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance
Battalion. After a successful
period of six months in charge,
Command and Authority was
officially transferred from the
outgoing Commander Lieutenant
Colonel Pasquale Silvestro to the

incoming Commander Lieutenant
Colonel Pasquale Perilli. In his
opening remarks, Major General
Risi sincerely thanked the outgoing
Commander Lieutenant Colonel
Silvestro for his “commitment and
unwavering sense of duty…your
contribution to KFOR has been
invaluable”. He further added that
“you successfully led your Battalion
during a major Regional Command
restructuring period…I would
18

like to thank you and the troops
of the ISR Battalion for rising
to the occasion throughout this
demanding schedule that required
Full Operational Capability by 01
October 2019”. COM KFOR then
directed his words to all soldiers
on parade outlining that “I am sure
that those of you who are leaving
are doing so as better soldiers…
with enhanced skills gained through
exercises and real experience, and
heightened internalised knowledge
of the operational environment, the
ISR Battalion projects confidence
and capability”. In conclusion,
COM KFOR offered some
warms words of welcome to the
incoming Battalion Commander
saying “Lieutenant Colonel Perilli,
be proud of the soldiers that are
under your command and take
up their outstanding commitment
that is traced by the motto I have
chosen to exemplify: Enduring
Stability!”

POLISH AND UKRAINIAN ROTATIONS
At Camp Novo Selo on 04 December, the
new Polish Contingent Commander Lieutenant
Colonel Swiatek took charge from the outgoing
Commander Lieutenant Colonel Idus. COM
KFOR Major General Michele Risi expressed his
gratitude for the Polish Contingent’s service with
KFOR, also commenting that this year was the
20th anniversary of Poland’s membership with
NATO.

On 17 December, the Change of Command
Ceremony between the 25th and 26th
Ukrainian Contingents took place at KFOR
HQ Film City.The Ceremony and Medal
Parade, which was presided over by KFOR COS
Brigadier General Shawn Harris, marked the
official Transfer of Authority from the outgoing
Commander Major Roman Kizieliev to the
incoming Commander Major Ihor Denisov.

DANCON
MARCH

I

t’s that time of year again for
many KFOR soldiers and guests
to put their physical fitness and
endurance to the test. On a
misty and cool morning on 08
December at Camp Maréchal
de Lattre de Tassigny, over four
hundred personnel arrived with
grit in their teeth and a resolute
focus in their eyes, determined to
complete the famous “DANCON
March”. While many other may
have afford themselves the
opportunity on a Sunday morning
to relax in line with a reduced
battle rhythm in the warmth
of their accommodation, these
men and women belonging to
a multitude troop contributing
countries and various organisations
stepped forward and embraced
the hardship with warrior like
determination. This unique event,
which was first conducted in

Kosovo in 1999, has its origins in
Cyprus in 1972, and since then
has been an integral part of the
Danish International Operations
agenda with variations on the
March being held in Bosnia, Iraq,
Afghanistan and Lebanon to name
a few. This month’s DANCON
which is the fifth conducted in
2019, consisted of a 16 km or
25km distance, carrying a weight
ranging from 10kgs to 25kgs in
military attire. The soft conditions
underfoot throughout the route
were no surprise to the battle
hardened participants as focused
19

preparations are a requirement to
avoid failure. In the 25km distance
with 25kgs, the winning time was
by the Great Dane, Glenn Poulsen
from Danish HQ in Film City in
a fantastic time 3 hours and 14
minutes. Congratulations to all the
participants who took part in this
wonderful event, and as always, a
sincere appreciation to the Danish
Platoon for their huge efforts in
organising such an enjoyable and
worthy event. Roll on DANCON
2020!
KFOR PAO Staff

Contribution KTRBN PAO & DANCON

KFOR NEWS

EXPLORING THE ARTS

D

uring December, the KFOR Chronicle team paid a visit
to the National Gallery of Kosovo in Pristina. The visit
gave our team a valuable insight into the vibrant artistic life
of the gallery itself and our brief article certainly may be of
interest to those KFOR soldiers with somewhat of an artistic
disposition. Furthermore, our team got the opportunity to
view one of the main and most exciting exhibitions of 2019,
which is dedicated to the work of the late Kosovar artist Arian
Berisha entitled “Kingdom of Cats”. Arian was born in Kosovo
in 1974. He lived and painted in Pristina up until the start of
the conflict in March 1999. He went briefly to Macedonia for
three months but then returned to Pristina in June to continue
painting and documenting the war. Considered one of the best
artists of his generation, Arian has been described as a multifaceted artist, his brilliance shining through photography and
painting, although his photography is less known. Spotted in
his early twenties by James Walmsley, a curator, Arian had his
main international exhibition in Manchester in 2005, preceded
by a solo exhibition at the Kosovo National Gallery in 2004.
The initial cycle “Kingdom of Cats” is a series of black and
white drawings that, following the conflict, took on a new
intensity, and despite the vivid and intense colours, looking
at these paintings, one feels the heaviness of the subject.
These paintings are a testimony to a segment of history and
of deeply personal experience. The story is that when he was
asked why he painted cats Arian’s response was “they are me”.
Arian Berisha sadly died in 2015.
KFOR PAO Staff

Contribution Kosovo Art Gallery

“THIN ICE”

T

hin Ice is the name of the photographic
exhibition, sponsored by the Italian Embassy
in Pristina and held at the National Library
Pjeter Bogdani in Pristina, where a parallel view
between Kosovo in the years of the conflict and
nowadays was presented through a number of
large-size pictures. The author, Riccardo Venturi,
was awarded the Leica Honorable Mention for
his reportage that is focused on the so-called
children of war, the generation of boys and girls
born during or immediately after the conflict.
Boys and girls that do represent “the new face of
Kosovo, bearers of new ideas and perspectives
and above all citizens of the world”..
Stefano Deruggieri
OF-3 ITA - A
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PROFILES
“TWENTY YEARS EXPERIENCE”

Sergeant Thomas Leuchs motivation, attitude and behaviour within the contingent are outstanding and his
sincerity and loyalty make him a valuable soldier. Thomas is married and has two children. Serving with KFOR
is his fourth mission abroad within his over twenty years of military experience. His achievements since
both nationally and for KFOR are considered far above the average concerning his rank and experience. He
fulfills his primary task as being responsible for the DEU vehicles to the highest levels and demonstrates
that he is a proven expert in this field. As a specialist for occupational safety and accident confidant, Thomas
works tirelessly to solve problems and develops and finds solutions
even outside of his main area of responsibility. Through great personal
commitment, Thomas helps to raise the NATO standards in this field
and thus contributes to a more routine and safer road traffic behavior
for all members of KFOR and therefore is a truly worthy winner of the
Soldier of the Month for December.
Name:Thomas Leuchs
Rank: OR-8 / Country: DEU
Unit: NSE / Appointment: Motor Sergeant.

“LEARN AND WORK IN AN INTERNATIONAL TEAM”

“I joined Albanian army in 2005. From 2014 to July 2019 I worked as a Supply Officer at Air Force HQ and
recently I was assigned as Chief Section at Recruitment Personnel Centre. During my ten year military career
I studied at the Army Logistic University Basic Officer Leader Course and the Captain Career Course in
Virginia, USA. For me, choosing to work within the armed forces is highly demanding, requiring dedication and
a consistently high level of mental and physical fitness. KFOR is my first mission
abroad, which provides me an opportunity to learn and work in an international
team with awesome people. I am married since 2010 with Besmir, and we have a
son, Junis, nine years old. For the first time I will be away of my family for Xmas and
New Year’s Eve. My message for my family and my friends is may the Christmas
season fill your home with joy, your heart with love and your life with laughter.
Name: Denisa Pellumaj.
Rank: OF-2 / Captain. Country: Albania.
Appointment in KFOR: KFOR HQ JEC | CIMIC LNO 1.

“FATE IS FATE”

“I have been in the military for six years. I have received an associate’s Degree in Liberal Studies and I am
currently completing a Bachelors program in Computer Information Systems. KFOR is my first overseas
mission. My family is proud of my decision to take this on this mission. I constantly remind them that it isn’t
the traditional theatre environment they watch in movies. Even if I were in theatre,
they understand “fate is fate”, even though my military job’s organically noncombat. I would like to tell my twin brother that I can’t wait to move to Arizona,
my sister back in New Jersey that the Dallas Cowboys suck (GO EAGLES and
her daughters to lay off the Peppa Pig. I would also like to tell my first born child,
whom I’m expecting to come in January, that daddy looks forward to meeting him
very soon! As for my friends, I’d like to remind them to stay out of trouble.
Name: Ryan Clarke.
Rank: SPC (OR-4) / U.S Army. Country: USA.
Appointment in KFOR: J6 CSE Service Desk Operator.
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KFOR AMATEUR PHOTO
COMPETITION 2020
KFOR Soldiers, do you have what
it takes to take that really special
photograph?

C

Capture the atmosphere of a moment; KFOR troops,
Kosovo culture, landscape, humanitarian activities
or leisure activities. Submissions should include the
digital photograph, photographer’s name and a short
caption. The winners will be published in the February
2020 edition of the KFOR Chronicle together with
any other entry meriting special mention. Readers
may submit up to five photographs for inclusion in the
competition. The competition will be judged by Chief
PAO Col Mario Renna, a representative from MWA,
one from KFOR Command Group, the Editor and the
photographic staff of the KFOR Chronicle. The Judge’s
decision is final. The winner, runner-up and third place
will receive a prize sponsored by MWA. The very best
of luck to all!

an you see things differently or can you capture
the atmosphere in a single photo?
Do you really want to win and have your photograph
published? Then the MWA/Chronicle competition is
for you. Send your photos to
kforchronicle@hq.kfor.nato.int by 30 JAN 2020
and hope that the selection committee awards you
one of the three MWA sponsored prizes
Guidelines for applicants: Photographs will be
accepted from all personnel. Photographs,
professional or amateur, will be published if they are
deemed worthy. However, the competition is aimed
for amateur photographers. Therefore, the prizes
will be awarded to amateur photographers only.
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PHOTO OF THE MONTH

RIVER THROUGH THE VALLEY
OR-5 Miklos Toldi, HUN-A (Nikon D5100, Lens18-105mm, Heli Training)
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Contribute to the
KFOR Chronicle!
Just send your photos to:

kforchronicle@hq.kfor.nato.int
by the 20th of the month explaining
where you took the photo and what
equipment you used. We will then
select one of the submitted images
and publish it in the next edition of the
Chronicle.
A KFOR Chronicle T-Shirt is
awarded each month to the winning
photographer.
You will be immortalised in the
KFOR Chronicle!
Is that not something to be proud of?

Sincerely,
The Chronicle Team.

Hiking in the Rugovo Valley

Photo: Matteo Corradini
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